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2-PIECE BLOCKS 
 

 

 
❑ Block specifically designed for physical education & sport suitable for use by 

school students from 11 to 18 years. 

 

❑ This block is very stable when performing different holds. 

 

❑ Upper module is similar to the Vaulting table 

 

❑ Designed specifically for gymnastics, block can be used for both introductory and 

more advanced sessions involving jumping movements in schools. 

 

❑ It helps children learn to perform their first jumping movements such as bunny 

hops and handsprings. 

 

❑ The anti-slip base on the modules makes it possible to use them separately in 

several learning situations.  

 

❑ Colours available: Two-tone blue, ●Red, ● Yellow, ●Green, ●Grey, ●Black, 

●Purple 
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TECHNICAL FEATURES 
 

❑ Size: 160 x 80 x 100 (80+20) cm (LxWxH) 

 

❑ Composing of the two following items: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

❑ Weight: 37 kg 

One upper module 20 cm in height One base module 20 cm in height 

➔ With imitation leather  

➔ Anti-slip base and dual-density foam: 

❑ Polyethylene foam (25 Kg/m3) 

❑ Polyurethane foam (30 Kg/m3) 

➔ Self-gripping strips 

 

➔ Encased in a phthalate-free 1000-denier PVC cover with class 

M2 fire rating 

➔ Anti-slip base and dual-density foam: 

❑ Polyurethane foam agglomerated (120 Kg/m3) 

❑ Polyurethane foam (30 Kg/m3) 

➔ Self-gripping strips 
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